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Abstract
Over the last 10 years, the CMU User Interface Software Project has been investigating prototype-based programming in two large-scale systems: Garnet in Lisp and Amulet in C++. The goal of these systems is to provide an effective way to prototype and implement user interface software. In addition to using a prototype-instance object model, these systems also use constraints to tie objects’ values together, and new models for input and output. The result is a significantly different style of programming than conventional class-based object systems, and even than other prototype-based systems.
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1. Introduction

We have built two user interface development environments that use prototype-instance object models. Garnet [Myers 1990b], is in Lisp and was started in 1988. Amulet [Myers 1997], is in C++ and was started in 1994. The goal of these systems is to investigate ways to make the creation of user interface software significantly easier, especially for highly-interactive, graphical, direct manipulation user interfaces. These systems also use constraints, which are relationships that are declared once and maintained by the system, to tie objects’ values together. Amulet and Garnet also include many other innovations, which are described in various papers [Myers 1989][Myers 1990a][Vander Zanden 1990][Myers 1991b][Myers 1991a][Hashimoto 1992][Myers 1994][Vander Zanden 1994][Vander Zanden 1995b][Myers 1996a][Myers 1996b][Myers 1998]. This chapter concentrates on the prototype-instance object systems in Garnet and Amulet.

In Garnet’s and Amulet’s prototype-instance object systems, there is no concept of a “class” since every object can serve as a prototype for other objects. Values of objects are stored in “slots” (sometimes called “fields” or “instance variables”) each of which has a name and can hold a value of any type. Any slots that are not declared locally in an object are inherited from the prototype. Another important feature of these object systems is that there is no distinction between methods and data: individual objects can override an inherited method in the same manner as inherited data (unlike class-instance systems where a different method requires a sub-class, whereas each instance can have different data). The object systems are dynamic in that slots in objects can be created, set, and destroyed at run time, and the types of values in slots can also change (for example, the value in a slot can change from a string to a float). The object systems also support a part-owner hierarchy, by which objects can be grouped together. For instance, the graphics in a window are added as parts of the window.

Amulet and Garnet also provide constraints which can be arbitrary code. Any slot of any object can contain a constraint, rather than a regular value. We have found that the style of writing code in these systems is quite different than in other systems. By writing constraints, the programmer can specify relationships that should hold in the interface in a declarative style, and leave it up to the system to maintain them.

In the terms of the “Treaty of Orlando” [Stein 1989], our object systems can be classified as a prototype-instance model with dynamic, implicit, per-object sharing. It is dynamic because the inheritance can be changed at any time, implicit because objects inherit from their prototypes and you cannot explicitly declare how slots are inherited
(except by using constraints), and per-object because there is no such thing as classes. The “templates” (prototypes) are entirely “non-strict,” which means that an instance can gain or lose slots at any time.

For Amulet, we took the opportunity to fix a number of problems we experienced with Garnet, and Amulet also contains a number of important innovations, including incorporating the part-owner hierarchy into the object system, control over the inheritance of slots, support for multiple constraint solvers, and a flexible demon mechanism. In addition, Amulet’s default constraint solver is more flexible than other one-way systems. Finally, it is interesting to note that we were able to provide dynamic slot typing, a dynamic prototype-instance system, and constraints in C++ without using a pre-processor or a scripting language.

2. Summary of the Garnet and Amulet Systems

The Garnet and Amulet user interface development environments aim to make the design, prototyping, implementation, and evaluation of user interfaces significantly easier, while supporting flexible experimentation with new styles of interaction. The term “user interface development environment” is used to signify that these systems are more than just a collection of widgets (also called “controls”) like menus, buttons and scroll bars, like the Macintosh or Motif widget sets. Instead, Garnet and Amulet are higher-level tools that provide support for creating the complete application, and therefore might be classified as “application frameworks” comparable to MacApp [Wilson 1990] or the Microsoft Foundation Classes. For a complete discussion of user interface tools, see [Myers 1995].

Amulet and Garnet include a number of design and implementation innovations including new models for constraints, objects, input, output, commands, undo, and animation. An important goal is to support new kinds of interactive tools where the designer can create much of the user interface for a system by direct manipulation or by demonstration [Myers 1992] rather than by writing code. For example, we created a variety of “interface builders” which allow widgets to be laid out interactively using the mouse, and their parameters can be set, in the style of Visual Basic. Other tools allow constraints and behaviors to be demonstrated without writing code.

Garnet, which stands for Generating an Amalgam of Real-time, Novel Editors and Toolkits, is in Common Lisp and runs on Unix X/11 and the Macintosh. Amulet, which stands for Automatic Manufacture of Usable and Learnable Editors and Toolkits, is in
C++ and runs on Unix X/11, Microsoft Windows 95 and Window NT, and the Macintosh.

We have three main target audiences for these systems. First, for user interface researchers (like ourselves), they should be very flexible and effective tools so parts can be replaced and new technologies and widgets can be easily created and evaluated. For example, we have made it easy to investigate new kinds of widgets and new kinds of interactive tools. The second goal is to be useful for students, which means that the systems should be easy to learn. Finally, the systems should provide sufficient performance, robustness and documentation so they will be useful for general user interface developers.

We distribute the systems for use by others because we feel this will help to demonstrate that the innovations we have incorporated are sound and effective, and will hopefully facilitate technology transfer. Both systems are in the public domain and can be used for free. The distributions include the complete source code, manuals and tutorials. To get Garnet, see http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~garnet. Note that Garnet is no longer being supported. To get Amulet, see http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~amulet or send mail to amulet@cs.cmu.edu. Amulet is being downloaded about 1000 times a month.

3. Why a New Object System?

We did not set out to investigate different object models, but we decided that existing object systems were not sufficiently flexible to support our requirements for user interface tools. When we started Garnet, the standard Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) was not yet available, and after it appeared, we decided that it did not fully meet our needs anyway. For Amulet, we found the C++ object system was much too restrictive.

Our particular requirements for an object system are:

- **Class creation and reflection at run-time.** Since an important goal of these systems is to support interactive tools, it is required that the tools be able to generate and modify all properties of the user interface elements easily. The ability to query objects’ properties is sometimes called “reflection” [JavaSoft 1996]. C++ now has a reflection capability (still not implemented by many compilers) called “real-time type information” (RTTI) but there is no ability to modify or create classes at runtime.

- **Querying the names of slots.** The tools often do not know **a priori** which slots of an object are important. This information might be stored with the object itself.
For example, the “slots-to-save” slot of an object tells the system which slots of that object should be written to the disk when the object is saved. The system iterates through that list of slots, and then gets the value of each slot in the list and writes the value to a file. Another example is the “Inspector” for debugging programs which displays all the slots of any kind of object. In C++, there is no portable way to access an instance variable of an object without knowing all the names at compile time.

- **Dynamic typing.** Sometimes the label for a button or menu item is a string, and other times it is a bitmap or other picture, or even a combination of a picture and a string. Most toolkits find this difficult to support since there must be a specific type for the label parameter. We wanted instead to be flexible and allow any type to be supplied. Similarly, the value returned when the user selects an item in widgets such as menus should be able to be a string, a number (index) or an arbitrary other value. Lisp provides this dynamic typing, but C++ does not.

- **Different methods in instances.** Both CLOS and C++ require that every instance of a class have the same methods, although the data in each instance can be different. A new sub-class must be created to have a different method. We wanted to treat methods similarly to data, so that an instance could have a different method than its prototype.

- **Support for constraints.** Another important motivation was to be able to easily integrate a constraint system with the object system. Although it would be possible to add constraints to C++ or CLOS objects, most systems that do this (e.g., [Hudson 1993a][Hill 1994]) have required the use of pre-processors or special-purpose constraint languages. In contrast, we wanted to support arbitrary code in constraints without using a pre-processor. Additionally, C++’s lack of dynamic typing makes it cumbersome to implement a constraint system in C++.

### 4. Object System Design

Both Garnet and Amulet are layered systems with many different parts. The object system part of Garnet is called “KR,” because it is based on a Knowledge Representation language [Giuse 1989]. The object system part of Amulet is called “Ore,” which stands for Object Registering and Encoding.

An important goal for Garnet and Amulet is to be easy to learn and use for developers, even though they have a large number of features. Therefore, we have tried to provide a uniform structure based on a few simple concepts. The main concept is that everything is represented as an object which has a set of slots. The objects support completely dynamic
redefinition of prototypes with automatic change propagation to the prototype’s instances. An instance can add any number of new slots, and slots that are not overridden in an instance inherit the values from the prototype. In fact, the inheritance can change dynamically, as an object can add or remove slots at any time. There is no distinction between data and method slots. Any slot can hold any type of value, and a method is just a type of value. This allows the methods that implement messages to change dynamically, which is not possible in conventional object systems like C++. The ability to dynamically add, delete, and modify methods has proven important in graphical interface builders since they often will temporarily insert their own methods during “build” mode, and then remove them during “test” mode.

A new object is created by making an instance of another object, which is called the prototype. An instance starts off inheriting everything from the prototype, and the slots can then be set with new values. Alternatively, an object can be copied (or “cloned”), in which case it immediately gets a copy of all values in the original.

In Garnet, slot names are Common Lisp keywords, so they start with colons, and can contain any number of printable characters (e.g., :left, :interim-selected, :obj-over). In Amulet, slots are variables or constants which evaluate to short integers. For example, Am_LEFT\(^1\) is a pre-defined slot name which evaluates to the index 100. Garnet uses a hash table internally to map the slot names into a reference to the actual slot structure, and Amulet just uses a linear search through the slot list associated with each object.

For example, the following Amulet code creates an And_Gate as an instance of the built-in Am_Bitmap object, and then sets the Am_IMAGE slot to the appropriate picture.

```amulet
Am_Object And_Gate = Am_Bitmap.Create()
.Set(Am_IMAGE, and_bitmap_image);
```

The equivalent code in Garnet would be:\(^2\):

```garnet
(create-instance 'and-gate opal:bitmap
 (:image and-bitmap-image))
```

There is nothing special about the objects in the library (like the bitmap object used above). Any object can serve as a prototype from which to create other objects. For example, the following Amulet code creates an instance of the And_Gate and then puts it in a particular place:

```amulet
Am_Object new_gate = And_Gate.Create()
.Set(Am_LEFT, 10)
.Set(Am_TOP, 43);
```

\(^1\)Because C++ does not support separate name spaces, all exported names in Amulet start with “Am_”.

\(^2\)“Opal” is the Garnet package that exports the graphical objects.
We allow the Set operations to be chained together in Amulet, but the previous code could instead be written:

```java
Am_Object new_gate = And_Gate.Create();
new_gate.Set(Am_LEFT, 10);
new_gate.Set(Am_TOP, 43);
```

In Garnet, the create-instance call is actually a complex macro, so it also allows multiple slots to be set at the same time:

```plaintext
(create-instance 'new-gate and-gate
 (:left 10)
 (:top 43))
```

Slots can be set with any type of value, as the following Amulet code illustrates:

```java
obj.Set(Am_LEFT, 40);
obj.Set(Am_TEXT, "Hello");
obj.Set(OTHER_OBJ, new_gate);
```

The following sections elaborate on these features.

### 4.1 Slot Inheritance

When an instance of an object is created, the slots that are not set locally inherit their values from the prototype object. If a slot of the prototype is changed, then the value also changes in all of the instances that do not override that property. For example, changing the Am_IMAGE slot in the And_Gate created above will change the look in all instances. However, changing the Am_LEFT slot of the And_Gate will not affect new_gate since it has a local value for Am_LEFT.

If the programmer does not want standard slot inheritance, then that slot can be specified as *copy* or *local*. When an instance is made for a slot with copy inheritance, the value is copied into a new slot created in the instance, so later changes to the prototype do not affect the instance. (*Copy* inheritance was not supported by Garnet.) Alternatively, a slot can be declared to be *local*, so the slot does not appear in the instance at all. This is useful for slots that hold information that is particular to the one object. For example, the drawonable slot of a Window object holds the machine-specific pointer to the underlying window-manager window, and should not be inherited by instances of the window, so it is declared to be local. Each instance of a Window has to create and assign its own value for the drawonable slot.

The inheritance mechanism is an important distinction from other prototype-instance object systems, such as Self [Ungar 1987][Chambers 1989], in which all the slots are always *copied* into instances so changes to prototypes never affect instances. Although Amulet’s model requires more overhead, we think it is useful for prototyping to be able to
change properties of prototypes and see the effect on all instances immediately. Many Garnet and Amulet applications have taken advantage of this capability.

4.2 Methods

An important feature of Garnet’s and Amulet’s object systems is that there is no distinction between the inheritance for methods and data: any instance can override an inherited method in the same manner as inherited data. In a conventional class-instance model such as Smalltalk, C++, or CLOS, instances can have different data, but only subclasses can have different methods. Thus, in cases where each instance needs a unique method, conventional systems must use a mechanism other than the regular method invocation, or create a new subclass and a single instance of that subclass each time. For example, a button widget might use a regular C++ method for drawing but would have to use a different mechanism for the call-back procedure used when the user clicks on the button, since each instance of the button needs a different call-back. In Amulet and Garnet, the draw method and the callback use the same mechanism. Methods can be set into a slot in the same way that data is set into a slot.

In Garnet, methods are simply function pointers that are set into slots. We did this in early versions of Amulet, but it resulted in too many “Segmentation Faults” because there was no type checking. This is not a problem in Garnet because Common Lisp does more run-time checking. Originally, if the programmer passed the wrong number or wrong type of parameters to a function, there was no way for Amulet to find out. Also, Amulet could not display meaningful names for the methods. Therefore, we developed a macro for defining methods, for example:

```c
Am_Define_Method(Am_Object_Method, void, clear_selection,
    (Am_Object cmd)){
    my_selection.Set(Am_VALUE, NULL);
}
```

The `Am_Define_Method` macro creates a new method object of the type of the first argument (here `Am_Object_Method`). This method object invokes a function which returns the type of the second argument (here `void`). The method object is assigned to a variable with the name of the third argument (here `clear_selection`). The function takes as parameters the list in the fourth argument (which must be specified in an extra set of parentheses). The `Am_Define_Method` macro then defines a function for the method to invoke, and the body of the function follows the macro. The name of the method (here “clear_selection”) is stored into a slot of the method object as a string to support debugging, and the compiler can perform full type-checking on the parameters. The compiler will make sure that a method of type `Am_Object_Method`
is being called and that the correct types of parameters are being passed. The syntax to call a method in Amulet is:

```java
Am_Object_Method amethod = obj.Get(Am_DRAW_METHOD);
amethod.Call(obj);
```

### 4.3 Part-Owner Hierarchy

An innovation in Garnet and Amulet is the support for “structural inheritance,” where the *parts* of an object can also be inherited, not just the values. In Garnet, this is supported by special *aggregate* objects, and all of the parts of an aggregate had to be graphical objects. In Amulet, the part-owner hierarchy is available for *any* type of object, and we have found many uses for the part-owner hierarchy that are independent of graphical relationships. When an instance is made of an object which contains parts, the new instance will have instances of all the prototype’s parts, as shown in Figure 1. This can be distinguished from “normal” slots, where just the value of the slot is copied, so if a normal slot contains a reference to an object `obj1` which is *not* a part, then the instance will contain another pointer to the *same* `obj1` object, rather than having a new object created as an instance of `obj1`.

![Diagram of part-owner hierarchy](image)

**Figure 1**: The `xor_proto` object contains 4 parts: a bitmap called `PICTURE`, and output and input ports which are instances of lines. The `xor_proto` object is an instance of the `circuit_object_proto` object, which in turn is an instance of an `Am_Group`, which is an `Am_Graphical_Object`. When an instance is made of the `xor_proto`, Amulet automatically creates instances of each of the parts. If instances are not named, then Amulet makes up a name by appending a number. The instance, called `xor_58`, has been made a part of a scrolling group, which is part of a window, which is part of the screen, so it will be visible.
Structural inheritance is an extremely powerful abstraction, because it provides *encapsulation* for the implementation of objects. The user does not need to know whether an object being instanced is a primitive object like *rectangle* or a composite like *button*. In both cases, the create call is the same, and the system will make sure that the instance has the same structure as the prototype. Changing the *And_Gate* from a simple bitmap to a group containing a bitmap and three lines as input and output ports only required changing the prototype—none of the *uses* of the prototype need to change. Thus, the implementation of an object can be changed without changing the code that uses the object. Programmers also do not need to write clone methods or copy constructors.

There is no inheritance of values from the owner to the parts. For example, the default color of a part is inherited from the part’s prototype, *not* its owner. Some systems, such as FormsVBT [Avrahami 1989] have hard-wired some slots to inherit values from their prototypes and others to inherit from their owners. Because the constraint mechanism (see below) is so easy to use and flexible in Amulet, it is sufficient to use constraints whenever slots should get their values from their owners rather than from their prototypes.

The syntax for creating parts is different in Garnet and Amulet. The *create-instance* macro in Garnet was enhanced to know about parts, and appropriate objects are created. For example, a button might be composed of three rectangles and a text object, as shown in Figure 2. The programmer can declaratively list these as part of a button. Then, when the user creates *my-button1* using *button* as the prototype, instances are automatically created of the three rectangles and the text. Of course, any of the parts could themselves be groups, and the instancing would be applied recursively.

Constraints (described below) are used to declare how the properties of the components are connected. An outline of the Garnet code is:

```
(create-instance 'button aggregate
  (:parts
    '((:top-edge ,rectangle ....) ;white left & top edges
      (:bottom-edge ,rectangle ....) ;black right & bottom
      (:fill-inside ,rectangle ...) ;gray interior
      (:label ,text ... ;string inside button
        (:string "Label"))))))

(create-instance 'my-button1 button
  (:left 100) (:top 5) (:string "First"))
(create-instance 'my-button2 button
  (:left 100) (:top 35) (:string "Second"))
(create-instance 'my-button3 button
  (:left 100) (:top 65) (:string "Third"))
```

A problem with this macro is that users are always getting messed up with quotes, backquotes and commas, and the wrong number of parentheses. In Amulet, *Add_Part*
calls can be chained just the same way as regular Set calls, which makes it much easier to use and learn. The following is an outline of the Amulet code:

```latex
Am_Object Am_Button = Am_Group.Create("Button")
  .Add_Part(Am_TOP_EDGE, Am_Rectangle.Create() ...)
  .Add_Part(Am_BOTTOM_EDGE, Am_Rectangle.Create() ...)
  .Add_Part(Am_FILL_INSIDE, Am_Rectangle.Create() ...)
  .Add_Part(Am_LABEL, Am_Text.Create() ...)
  .Set(Am_STRING, "Label")

Am_Object my_button1 = Am_Button.Create()
  .Set(Am_LEFT, 100) .Set(Am_TOP, 5) .Set(Am_STRING, "First");
Am_Object my_button2 = Am_Button.Create()
  .Set(Am_LEFT, 100) .Set(Am_TOP, 35) .Set(Am_STRING, "Second");
Am_Object my_button3 = Am_Button.Create()
  .Set(Am_LEFT, 100) .Set(Am_TOP, 65) .Set(Am_STRING, "Third");
```

A feature of the Garnet and Amulet object systems is that edits made to the prototype are automatically reflected in all instances. For example, if the color of fill-inside were changed in the button, it would automatically also change in my-button1 and all the other instances (see Figure 3). More significantly, if a part is added or removed from the prototype, then the corresponding object will be added or removed from all instances\(^3\). For example if top-edge was removed from button, then the appropriate rectangle would also be removed from my-button1 and the other instances. Garnet and Amulet store pointers in each prototype to all instances to support these operations.

---

\(^3\)Creating and removing parts from the instances when prototypes are edited is not fully implemented in Amulet.
Similarly, if the programmer wants to create an object which is a slight modification of an existing object, it is only necessary to override the divergent parts. In a conventional object system, the programmer would instead be required to rewrite the entire `draw` method (and probably the `erase` and many other methods as well). Here, only the specific parts to be changed need to be mentioned, and only in the object definition.

A very significant advantage of this technique is that it is possible to provide graphical, interactive tools that will create the graphical objects. For example, Lapidary in Garnet [Vander Zanden 1995b] allows programmers to draw pictures of new widgets (like the buttons above) and of new application-specific prototypes. The interface of Lapidary is much like a conventional drawing program like MacDraw. The programmer can specify which slots will be parameters (for the button, they might be the position and string). Interactive behaviors and relationships among the components can also be defined. Note that unlike other interactive interface builders, such as the NeXT Interface Builder, Lapidary allows the designer to define entirely new objects, not just to choose pre-defined objects from a palette. The various features of the object system make this much easier to implement. In particular, prototypes can be constructed interactively using Lapidary, and then instances can be immediately created of the prototypes, without having to compile the prototype description to create a class, as would be necessary in most other object systems. Therefore, in the same Lapidary session, the user could create a prototype and then create a scene using instances of the prototype.

Since edits to a prototype are reflected in its instances, it is even possible to interactively change the appearance of objects while they are being used in an application. When the prototype is changed, all of the instances are updated immediately, even if they appear inside an application that is currently running. This helps achieve the goal of supporting rapid prototyping of interfaces, since the designer can see the results of the edits in context. In conventional models, it would usually be necessary to stop and recompile to see the results of edits.

Garnet and Amulet also provide a special form of group that computes its parts dynamically. Called an `aggrelist` in Garnet and an `Am_Map` in Amulet, these groups build the list of parts based on a single prototype object, called the “item prototype.” Typically, a list of strings, objects, commands, or something else is provided, and the `aggrelist` or `Am_Map` creates an instance of the item prototype for each value in the list, setting a particular slot of the instance with the corresponding value from the list. The programmer defines a constraint somewhere in the item prototype that depends on the particular value copied from the list. Note that due to the flexibility of the constraint system (discussed below), any slot of the item can depend on the list of values supplied.
For example, a list of strings might be supplied for a menu, a list of objects for a palette, or a list of locations for a scatter plot.

4.4 Creating New Slots

One problem in Garnet and early versions of Amulet is that users would accidentally set and get the wrong slots. In Garnet, setting a slot that was not there just created it, and getting a slot that was not there returned NIL. Often, this resulted in hard-to-find bugs when slot names were spelled wrong, or the right slot name was used, but in the wrong object. We addressed this problem in the current version of Amulet by requiring all slot names to be declared first, so the compiler insures that all slot names are spelled correctly, and by checking on Get and Set that the slot already exists. In Amulet, special forms of Get and Set must be used when the slot might not exist already, to make sure that the programmer is not just accidentally accessing the wrong slot. It is also possible in Amulet to declare slots as read-only, so their values will not be set accidentally.

4.5 Other features

The object systems also contain many other features that may be useful for programmers. In Amulet, we added automatic memory management using a reference counting scheme for objects and “wrappers” (used to “wrap” C++ types so they can be put into Amulet objects with full type-checking). Of course, this is not necessary in Lisp for Garnet.

A flexible “demon” mechanism allows procedures to be attached to objects or slots for invocation when the slots change. This mechanism enables Garnet and Amulet to redraw objects when their graphical properties change. Programmers can also create their own demons in Amulet (in Garnet, the demon mechanism was not extensible). Type checking of slots is supported, so that programmers can declare that a slot can only hold a specific kind of value. A complete set of querying functions allows objects’ properties to be examined at run-time. These are used by the debugging facilities, and they can also be useful for application programs.

4.6 Performance

The main disadvantage of the prototype-instance model over the conventional class-instance model has been performance. When a slot is accessed, the system must perform a search through the object to see if the slot is there, and if not, it must search the prototypes up to the root. The same search is needed for both method and data slots. We have investigated various indexing and hashing schemes to help reduce this overhead,
including hardwiring some common slots, but this increases complexity and sometimes does not improve performance. Dynamic type checking also adds some overhead. The forward and backward pointers and space for the types add space overhead. The Self prototype-instance system [Ungar 1987][Chambers 1989] uses extensive compiler techniques to try to remove some of this search, but we have not found this necessary. An important difference between Self and Garnet/Amulet is that Self uses the prototype-instance system for everything, right down to integer arithmetic, whereas we use the efficient underlying C and C++ mechanisms for basic computation and only use the prototype-instance model for the user interface portion. The performance of our object systems is quite good in the typical user interfaces applications created with them. There are no noticeable delays for normal size programs on a variety of modern hardware platforms.

We optimized our previous Garnet prototype-instance object system for speed by copying all values to all instances, even if they were the same as the prototype’s. However, this had a significant space penalty, so in Amulet we only store the local slots, which in practice is only about half of the slots.

4.7 Discussion

There are many advantages of the prototype-instance model. Having no distinction between classes and instances, or between methods and data, means that there are fewer concepts for the programmer to learn and a consistent mechanism can be used everywhere. Another advantage of the prototype-instance object system is that it is very dynamic and flexible. All of the properties of objects can be set and queried at run time, and interactive tools can easily read and set these properties. In fact, most of today’s toolkits implement some form of “attribute-value pairs” to hold the properties of the widgets, but our object system provides significantly more flexibility and capabilities.

Another advantage of our prototype-instance object systems over C++ is the ability to treat “classes” as first-class objects. In C++, one cannot store a class object in a variable so that different kinds of objects can be created at run-time. For example, C++ does not allow code like:

```c++
obj_to_create = Rectangle;       //NOT ALLOWED IN C++
new_object = new obj_to_create;   //NOT ALLOWED IN C++
```

Instead, the operand of the `new` operator must be a fixed class, leading to large case statements and other inflexible and error-prone constructs. In contrast, since one can create an instance of any object in a prototype-instance object system, one can store a reference to an object in a variable and later use the variable to create a new object:
Am_Object obj_to_create = Am_Rectangle; //Typical Amulet code
Am_Object new_object = obj_to_create.Create();

Although designed to support the creation of graphical objects, many users have discovered that the prototype-instance object system is useful for representing their internal application data. The flexibility and dynamic nature of the objects make them ideal when varied and changing data types are necessary. Our objects are somewhat like "frames" used by artificial intelligence systems, so AI applications may find the model familiar. The constraint system also helps to maintain data dependencies and consistency in application-specific data structures.

5. Constraints

A very significant difference between the Garnet and Amulet object systems and others is the support for constraints, which are relationships that are declared once and then maintained by the system. Constraints result in a quite different programming style, and they influence other aspects of the object system design as well.

Garnet and Amulet both support formula constraints, which act like spreadsheet formulas. This means that instead of containing a constant value like a number or a string, any slot of any object can contain an expression which computes the value. If the expression references slots of other objects, then when those objects are changed, the expression is automatically re-evaluated. If the other objects’ values have not changed, then the formula is not re-evaluated and a cached value is returned instead. Thus, the constraints are primarily “one-way.” Formula expressions can contain arbitrary code. Amulet also supports multiple kinds of constraints, including multi-way constraints and animation constraints, which are discussed below.

Although many other research systems have provided constraints, Garnet was the first to truly integrate them with the object system and to make them general purpose. They are also well-integrated in Amulet. An important result of this is that constraints are used throughout the systems in many different ways. For example, the built-in text object has constraints in its width and height slots that compute its dimensions based on the current string and font. Garnet’s implementation of a Motif radio button widget uses 58 constraints internally, and the Lapidary graphical editor, which is a large and complex application in Garnet, contains 16,700 constraints. Many of these are only evaluated once when the system starts up, however.

Slots are accessed the same way whether they contain constraints or constant values, and the code containing the Get normally does not know how the value was calculated.
The object system is tied into the graphics system using demons so that whenever the value of a slot changes, either because the programmer set it or due to constraints, the object will be redrawn automatically.

Formula constraints can contain arbitrary source code. In Garnet, a different version of Get is used (called gv) inside of a constraint. In Amulet, the standard Get routine can tell whether it is being invoked from inside of a formula or not. If called from inside a formula, in addition to returning the value, gv and Get also set up a dependency. Then, whenever a slot’s value changes, the system knows which constraints depend on that value, and can cause the constraints to recalculate.

Since they can contain arbitrary code, constraints might be considered to be like methods, and, in fact, they serve a similar purpose: to define the operation of objects. The important point is that programming with constraints is a different style than programming with methods, in the same way that programming with methods is a different style than conventional procedural programming. For one thing, constraints are automatically evaluated when necessary, rather than requiring the programmer to invoke them at appropriate times. Secondly, constraints are declarative, in that they compute the values of variables (slots) based on values of other variables. Constraints can provide more information hiding than conventional methods, as discussed in Section 9. Finally, by focusing on data values, constraints make programming more data oriented, rather than procedure oriented.

One obvious use of constraints is to tie parts of composite objects together. When the programmer collects together a set of objects to make a composite, it is necessary to specify how the parts relate. An innovation of the Garnet constraint system, which is also provided by Amulet, is that the objects can be referenced through pointer variables (see section 5.1). This allows the code of the constraint to be independent of the specific objects used for the parts. Instead, the constraint will reference the object using a “path” through the aggregate hierarchy. For example, in the button of Figure 2, the bottom-edge rectangle can refer to the width of the label object using code like:

```plaintext
(gv :Self :parent :label :width) ; Garnet code
```

As shown in Figure 4-a, this starts from the bottom-edge rectangle, goes up to the parent aggregate (called the Owner group in Amulet), down to the label part, and gets the width from there. A short-cut in Garnet is that gvl stands for gv :self. In Amulet, Get_Sibling(xx) stands for Get_Owner().Get_Object(xx). These are used in the code in Figure 4-b and 4-c. Thus, the width of the bottom-edge will be the same as the width of the label. This will work in the prototype, as well as in all
instances, since Garnet and Amulet set pointers to the appropriate objects into the slots. This makes it easy to create instances of the entire aggregate (including the constraints), since the constraint code does not need to be edited. Figure 4-b and 4-c shows the constraints used to tie together the parts of the button of Figure 2.
Figure 4: (a) The structure of the objects in the button of Figure 2 showing the references. (b) The complete code used to produce the button in Garnet, and in (c) Amulet. This shows the constraints which put the graphics in the correct places and copy the parameter values to the parts. Two of the differences in the Amulet version are: the coordinates of the parts of a Garnet group are with respect to the window, so the parts in (b) need formulas for their left and top (but not in Amulet); and we cannot have in-line constraints in Amulet, but all of the needed constraints in this code are available as built-in constraints.
An issue with this path-based referencing scheme is that the code of the constraints needs to be edited if the objects are restructured. Also, we find a quite common bug is to accidentally reference the wrong object by coding a path incorrectly. An alternative would be to directly name the particular object desired. This is supported by the constraint system (e.g., a constraint could reference my_obj_3.Get(Am_LEFT)), but this is not practical since all the names have to be unique and have to be global variables, which means that the constraints can never be re-used in more than one object. In particular, a prototype and its instances could not share formulas. Another possibility we considered was providing some sort of name scope for object references, so that an object’s name could be available in more than just the immediate owner (as in Amulet and Garnet) but still not be a global variable. We were never able to work out a good design for this, however, so the path mechanisms seems to be the best alternative.

The constraints in Figure 4 are fairly simple, and in the Amulet version, only the built-in constraints are needed. However, some objects have quite long and complex constraints. For example, the aggregraph object in Garnet is a special type of aggregate that displays its components as a tree or graph, and it has a very large constraint that computes the graph layout information. Figure 4-b shows the syntax for defining constraints in Garnet using the formula macro which creates a lambda expression out of its parameter.

Amulet does not use a preprocessor, so the syntax for specifying constraints is a little verbose. In C++, it is impossible to create new functions inside of other functions, so all formulas must be defined at the top level before they are used. For example:

```c
// define a formula called right_of_tool_panel_formula which returns an int
Am_Define_Formula(int, right_of_tool_panel_formula) {
    // 5 pixels away from the right of the tool_panel
    return (int)tool_panel.Get(Am_LEFT) +
            (int)tool_panel.Get(Am_WIDTH) + 5;
}
...
// now use the formula to compute the left of the scrolling_window
scrolling_window.Set(Am_LEFT, right_of_tool_panel_formula);
```

The macro Am_Define_Formula defines a formula object which returns the type of its first argument (here int) where the object is named with the second argument (here right_of_tool_panel_formula). Note that constraints can return any type, and a single constraint can even return different types at different times by using the special Am_Value type (discussed below). The Am_Define_Formula macro then defines a procedure to be executed by the formula, and the code following the macro is used as the procedure’s body. The formula object stores a pointer to the procedure to execute, the
name of the constraint for debugging and tracing, and the list of slots used by this constraint.

In addition to layout, another important use of constraints is to copy values and parameters around. Although the slots which serve as parameters are in the top-level button aggregate in Figure 4, for these values to actually take effect they must be copied down to the appropriate places in the components. For example, the string value is specified at the top level in Figures 2 and 4, but it is needed by the text object. So there is a constraint in the text object that copies the value of the parameter. Of course, since constraints can be arbitrary code, the values can be transformed arbitrarily as needed. Since constraints are used to propagate the values, the objects do not have to do anything special to allow changes at run-time: if one of the parameter slots is changed, the constraints automatically propagate the change appropriately, and the update algorithm will make sure the object is then redrawn.

As another example, the Motif button widget prototype takes the string label, the color, and the position as parameters (among others). These parameters are supplied as values in the slots of the top-level widget. When the object is created, the programmer can specify whichever slots need different values and the rest are inherited. Of course, any value can be changed later while the widget is displayed, if desired. Note that this is quite different from a conventional system that requires the widget creation method to take a large parameter list with all possible values to be set, and therefore requires a custom creation method for each object. Here, the standard create routines are used for all objects, and then any desired slots can be set.

An interesting observation about this use of constraints is that it allows arbitrary delegation of values, not just from prototypes. Any slot can get its value from any slot of any other object through constraints. Therefore, the constraints can be used as a form of inheritance. Of course, constraints are more powerful than conventional inheritance since they can perform arbitrary transformations on the values.

As with the graphical objects themselves, constraints can be defined interactively using various editors. Lapidary [Vander Zanden 1995b] provides some iconic menus for defining the most popular constraints. We have found that these are sufficient for most graphical applications. For more complex constraints, a spreadsheet-like tool in Garnet, which is called C32, provides a number of features to help programmers who do not know the exact syntax [Myers 1991a]. For example, C32 has menus that will insert commonly used functions. Also, the user can point to objects with the mouse and C32
will insert a reference into the constraint using the correct path expression. We are working on similar tools for Amulet.

The use of constraints provides the programmer with a number of important benefits. The most obvious is that the system maintains the relationships among objects that otherwise would be the responsibility of the programmer. Constraints also allow objects to provide an abstract interface through top-level variables, and the programmer can declaratively specify how to transform the values for all components. In fact, if you need to use methods, constraints can even be used to dynamically determine which method to use for a message based on the current state. This works because the value of any slot can be computed using a constraint, and the value returned can be a function. However, we do not know of anyone using this feature.

Our constraint solvers handle cycles in the constraints, so that a slot of object A can depend on a slot of object B and vice versa. In evaluating circular constraints, the solver simply goes around the cycle once and uses the old value of any constraint that is currently being evaluated. If the programmer uses constraints that are consistent, the values will be correct and this can be an effective way to set up mutual dependencies.

5.1 Indirect Constraints

The Garnet constraint system was the first to allow the dynamic computation of the objects to which a constraint refers, so a constraint can not only compute the value to return, but also which objects and slots to reference. This allows such constraints as “the width is the maximum of all the components” which will be updated whenever components are added or removed as well as when one of the components’ position changes. This capability is also provided by Amulet.

Most other constraint systems cannot handle these kinds of constraints. These “indirect constraints” [Vander Zanden 1994] are also important for supporting object inheritance. When an instance is created of an object, Amulet also creates instances of any constraints in that object. These constraints refer to other objects indirectly using the structure of the groups. For example, most of the constraints in Figure 4-c use indirection based on parts of the button. Note that even though each instance of the button will share the same constraints, they might each calculate different values if the label string is a different size.

The indirect constraints are a form of “procedural abstraction” since the constraints can be thought of as relationships that can be reused in multiple places, with different values for their parameters. In fact, there is a library of predefined constraints, which can be used for many of the basic relationships frequently found in user interfaces as used in the
code in Figure 4-c. It is worth reiterating that unlike other systems such as SubArctic [Hudson 1996] that only supply these predefined constraints, Amulet allows arbitrary code in constraints.

5.2 Side Effects

Our experience with Garnet suggested that people wanted to put side effects into constraint expressions and use them like “demon procedures” or “active values.” However, since Garnet uses a lazy evaluation scheme, which, by design, only evaluates the minimal set of constraints, it is difficult to get constraints containing side effects to be evaluated at the right times. Therefore, Amulet’s constraints are eagerly evaluated and can contain arbitrary side effects, even creating and destroying objects. For example, a constraint in the Am_Map object creates the instances of the item prototype based on the list in the Am_ITEMS slot. This constraint creates objects which themselves will contain constraints which need to be evaluated. Another use is that even though formula constraints must be put into a single slot, they can have the effect of multiple outputs by simply setting the other slots as side effects. For example, for efficiency, the constraint on the first end point of the wires in a circuit program is put into the Am_X1 slot but also sets the Am_Y1 slot:

```java
Am_Define_Formula(int, line_x1y1) {
   Am_Object source_obj = self.Get(INPUT_1);
   int x1 = (int)source_obj.Get(Am_WIDTH) +
            (int)source_obj.Get(Am_LEFT);
   int y1 = (int)source_obj.Get(Am_HEIGHT)/2 +
            (int)source_obj.Get(Am_TOP);
   self.Set(Am_Y1, y1); // set Y1 by side effect for efficiency
   return x1;
}
```

Unlike previous systems such as Rendezvous [Hill 1994], Amulet does not require the programmer to use a special mechanism for side effects: the regular Set and Create calls are used. This works because we store any new constraints that need to be evaluated in a queue. When a constraint evaluation creates new constraints that need to be evaluated, they are simply added to the end of the queue. Amulet continues to evaluate constraints on the queue until the queue is empty, at which point Amulet redraws the objects that have changed.

When using side effects in constraints, programmers must be careful to avoid situations that will create an infinite loop. Constraints without side effects will always be evaluated exactly once each time the values change, since Amulet orders the constraint evaluation and checks for cycles of constraints, as discussed above. However, a programmer could set up a set of constraints that invalidated each other through side effects. If the constraints are consistent, so that slots are set to the same values no matter which
constraints are used, then the evaluation will terminate even if the constraints contain cycles of dependencies and side effects. If the constraints calculate and set different values, an infinite loop can result.

There was some fear that switching to an eager evaluation scheme might hurt performance, so we did a small experiment where we switched all the constraints that did not contain side effects to use lazy evaluation. Our initial analysis suggests that in practice, the resulting performance was the same, or possibly even worse using the lazy version. The only advantage of the lazy version is that some constraints are evaluated later than they are in the eager version, so the constraint code can often do less checking that their parameters are valid.

5.3 Multiple constraints in the same slot

Unlike Garnet, Amulet allows multiple formula constraints in a single slot at the same time. We find this useful for situations where the value of the slot might be computed two different ways. For example, the value slot of a scroll bar might contain a constraint that computes the value based on where the user drags the indicator. However, in some application, the programmer might want a scroll bar to take its value from an application variable, and so add another constraint to the value slot. Keeping both constraints in the slot allows the value to be updated appropriately when either the application’s data changes or the user manipulates the scroll bar.

5.4 Multiple Solvers

An ongoing research area in user interface software is creating new kinds of constraint solvers (e.g. [Gleicher 1993][Vander Zanden 1995a][Hudson 1996]). One Ph.D. research project was to try to add a multi-way constraint solver into Garnet that would cooperate with the existing formula solver [Sannella 1994a]. The difficulty of this task in Garnet inspired us to create an architecture in Amulet that allows multiple constraint solvers to coexist. Currently, in addition to the one-way solver described above, Amulet supports a multi-output, multi-way solver called a “web”\(^4\) and an animation constraint solver.

A web constraint can have an arbitrary number of input and output slots, and it can dynamically compute the dependencies like formula constraints. Webs also keep track of the order that dependencies change. We use this solver to keep the various slots of lines and polygons consistent. The line object has two sets of input slots. One set is point based and has slots called \(X_1, Y_1, X_2,\) and \(Y_2\). The other set is rectangle-based and has

\(^4\)Web constraints are not related to the “world-wide-web.”
slots called LEFT, TOP, WIDTH, and HEIGHT which are set when the line is moved without changing its orientation. However, if the slots X1, TOP, and WIDTH were set, the normal one-way formula mechanism would not necessarily evaluate the constraints in the correct order, but the web maintains the original order of slot changes, so the final result will be correct.

5.4.1 Animations

We have also created a novel animation constraint solver for animating objects [Myers 1996b]. Adding animation to interfaces is a very difficult task with today’s toolkits, even though there are many situations in which it would be useful and effective. Amulet’s animation constraints detect changes to the value of the slot, immediately restore the original value, and cause the slot to take on a series of values interpolated between the original and new values.

Animation constraints provide significantly better modularity and reuse than previous approaches. The programmer has independent control over the graphics to be animated, the start and end values of the animation, the path through value space, and the timing of the animation. Animations can be attached to any object, even existing widgets from the toolkit, and any type of value can be animated: scalars, coordinates, fonts, colors, line-widths, vertex lists (for polygons), booleans (for visibility)\(^5\), and so on.

5.4.2 Design

We were able to add animation and web constraints to Amulet without modifying the object system because there is a standard protocol in the object system that allows new solvers to be added. Every slot can contain two lists of constraints: the set of constraints that depend on the value of the slot, and the set of constraints on which the slot depends. Various messages to the slots themselves are available to the constraints, including:

- **Set** (to change the value of the slot),
- **Invalidate** (to notify the slot that its current value is not valid, usually because some slot that the constraint depends on has changed), and
- **Get** (to access the current value).

The messages that slots can send to constraints include:

- **Change** (for when the slot’s value changes),
- **Invalidated**, which notifies all the constraints that depend on a slot that some other constraint has caused this slot to be invalid (this causes the invalidation to be propagated), and

\(^5\)Special animation constraints are used for the Visible slot which cause the object to fade out or fly off the screen. The value of the Visible slot itself therefore only changes when the animation is complete.
• Get, which requests the constraint to calculate a new value for the slot.

The slot sends the Get message whenever the value of the slot is requested and the value is invalid, and the constraint is expected to generate a response. A constraint always has the option of not returning a value, in which case the slot sends the Get message to a different constraint. If no constraints return a value, then the slot will keep its original value and consider itself valid. The main research questions in this scheme are: in what order will constraints be sent the Get message, and how can multiple solvers coordinate setting the same slot? The policy implemented for Amulet is straight-forward, and just queries the constraints in the order they become invalid. As we develop more constraint solvers, we will continue to investigate this issue.

5.5 Performance

For formula constraints which are valid (which already have the correct value), getting the value takes the same time as a regular Get. When the formula is invalid, the procedure for the formula must be called and executed, and the dependencies of the formula might need to be updated. With typical formulas, we have found we can re-evaluate about 50,000 constraints per second.
Figure 5: The Inspector in Amulet, viewing a wire object, and the dependencies of the constraint in its \texttt{IN\_VALUE} slot. The constraint is named \texttt{out\_value\_anim} and it depends on two slots: \texttt{INPUT\_1} of a wire and \texttt{VALUE} of an \texttt{And\_Gate}. The value of the \texttt{And\_Gate} in turn contains a constraint. In the main Inspector window, the slots which are inherited are shown in blue on the screen. Notice that the high-level names are shown for methods, constraints and objects.

6. Debugging

Debugging interactive applications requires more mechanisms than supplied with conventional development environments. Garnet and Amulet provide an interactive Inspector that displays the object’s properties, traces the execution of interactive behaviors, and displays the dependencies of constraints (see Figure 5). From the Inspector, programmers can also set breakpoints or have messages printed whenever the value of a slot changes. The Inspector is also useful for development, since the developer can experiment with different values for colors, positions, and other parameters.

Furthermore, extensive error checking (when debugging is enabled) and helpful messages make applications easier to develop and debug. We try to make sure that programmers using Garnet and Amulet never see “Segmentation fault” or other common but unhelpful low-level error messages. The various macros and other mechanisms store the string names of objects, methods, and other types, so that the user can get useful, high-level information at run-time.

7. Embedding a Prototype-Instance Object System in C++

It was somewhat tricky to provide a dynamic prototype-instance system, dynamic slot typing, and constraints in C++ without using a preprocessor or a scripting language. To allow the same \texttt{Set} and \texttt{Get} to work for all types in C++, we provide accessing and setting methods for the standard built-in types, \texttt{void} (untyped) pointers, Amulet objects, and a special class called a “Wrapper.” Any new C++ type that the programmer wants to store into objects and have type-checked can use Wrappers. Amulet can also handle memory management for Wrappers using reference counting.

C++’s overloading and type-conversion capabilities make the interface very convenient. For example, the \texttt{Am\_Object} class defines a number of \texttt{Set} routines:

\begin{verbatim}
Am\_Object Set (Am\_Slot\_Key key, Am\_Wrapper* value);
Am\_Object Set (Am\_Slot\_Key key, void* value);
Am\_Object Set (Am\_Slot\_Key key, int value);
Am\_Object Set (Am\_Slot\_Key key, float value);
Am\_Object Set (Am\_Slot\_Key key, char value);
Am\_Object Set (Am\_Slot\_Key key, const char* value);
\end{verbatim}
The compiler will choose the correct one based on which type is actually used. Note that `Set` returns the original object, allowing `Sets` to be cascaded, as shown in many of the code examples above. This makes the C++ code look somewhat like our Garnet Lisp code.

C++ does not allow overloaded functions to be chosen based on the return type, but we were able to get around this by returning a special `Am_Value` type, which then has type-conversion routines into the various primitive types. This allows code like:

```cpp
int i = circuit_object_proto.Get(Am_VALUE);
bool b = this_command.Get(Am_GROW_INACTIVE);
// the next statement will work no matter what type is in the slot
Am_Value v = tool_panel.Get(Am_IMPLEMENTATION_PARENT);
if (v.type == Am_BOOL) ...
```

In the last lines we use the special `Am_Value` type which permits programmers to dynamically access and test the type and value. `Am_Value` is a C++ type that consists of a type field and a union of types for the data. It has a set of conversion routines and a set of constructors and assignment operators that allow it to be automatically converted to and from any of the standard types.

### 8. Differences between Garnet and Amulet

Since Amulet was designed after Garnet, we fixed a number of problems we experienced with Garnet. Many of these were discussed above, including:

- adding control over the inheritance of slots,
- automatic management of a part-owner hierarchy along with the prototype instance hierarchy,
- support for multiple constraint solvers,
- special forms of `Set` for when new slots are being created to help avoid errors,
- a flexible demon mechanism, and
- eager evaluation to support side effects.

We have also continued to add new features to Amulet, such as the new support for animation (section 5.4.1).

Another important difference is that Garnet supported *multiple inheritance*, but we found it was not useful or necessary. In Amulet, we instead use the constraint mechanism to copy values among objects, which provides complete flexibility and control. Omitting multiple-inheritance has simplified much of Amulet’s implementation leading to an easier to understand object creation procedure and better efficiency when searching for slots. It also eliminates the ambiguity and complexity for the programmer of resolving collisions of slot names from multiple prototypes.
9. Modularity

Some people claim that using methods is a better interface to objects because it supports better information hiding. The motivation is that the internal implementation of the object can be more easily changed if the interface is through methods. Therefore some object systems, such as Self [Ungar 1987], do not allow direct access to any object variables, but provide access to variables only through methods. Garnet and Amulet take an opposite approach, and the main interface is through the data of objects. The following sections discuss why this provides excellent modularity.

9.1 Data vs. Methods

In Garnet and Amulet, an object has specific input and output slots, and most objects of the same type use the same slots (for example, all graphical objects have left, top, width, height, filling-style, etc.). This corresponds to the exported methods in other object systems. In Garnet and Amulet, through the use of constraint formulas, objects can transform the parameter values in whatever way is desired. For example, when the user clicks on an object, the system sets a specific slot of the object, called Am_SELECTED in Amulet. It is up to the internal constraints in the selected object what this does, if anything. The color, position, or font of the object might have a formula depending on this slot. This interface is just as modular as if the system called a generic Become_Selected method.

Furthermore, the code that accesses a value of a slot does not know if the slot’s value is constant or computed by a constraint. This can help with modularity and re-design since if an object is changed so that a value which was formerly a constant is now computed by a constraint, the external code that uses the value is not affected. This contrasts with some other object systems where there is a big distinction between accessing values stored in variables versus values that are computed, which can only be achieved by calling methods which return a value. In Garnet and Amulet, most of the interface is through accessing of the values of slots, and the external code cannot tell whether the value was constant or computed.

Although we do not currently provide mechanisms to declare which slots of an object can be used from outside and which are internal, this could easily be added. This would provide the same protection as class-instance models which have public and private methods.
Figure 6: A box centered over two other boxes. If either box B or C moves, box A should move so that it stays centered over the boxes.

9.2 Constraints vs. Methods

Constraints also contribute to modularity in another way, by fixing a flaw in the conventional, imperative object-oriented model. In the conventional model, to achieve certain types of behavior, the programmer must either explicitly arrange the methods so they execute in the proper order, thus violating the modularity of objects, or else allow the methods to execute in an arbitrary order, thus evaluating methods more times than necessary, and possibly destroying the correctness of the program if the methods commit side-effects. For example, suppose that a programmer wants to keep a box called A centered above two other boxes called B and C (Figure 6). In a conventional system, the programmer might add a message to the move methods in B and C that calls a centering method in A. Later the programmer decides that C should always be 20 pixels to the right of B. The programmer thus expands the move method in B to send a message to the move method in C. Without proper sequencing, the centering method in A may be called twice, once by the move method in A, and once by the move method in B. However, the centering method in A should only be called once, after the methods in both B and C have terminated.

In this case, the programmer is faced with two equally unpalatable choices. The programmer can choose not to provide explicit sequencing, in which case the centering method in A may execute twice. This is both wasteful and potentially dangerous if the centering method commits side-effects (in this case it probably would not, but obviously there are situations where this could pose a problem). Alternatively, the programmer could rely on the fact that the move method in C calls the centering method in A, and thus not call the centering method itself. However, the implementation of the move method in
B now depend on the implementation of the move method in C, which violates the notion of modularity.

Notice that in either case the modularity principle is additionally violated because B and C have to know that A depends on them (and later B has to know that C depends on it). If the centering relationship between A, B, and C is later destroyed, not only must the centering method in A be deleted, but the move methods in B and C must be changed as well. In a constraint-driven language, neither of these problems arises since the constraint solver handles both communication between objects and the ordering of constraints. In the above example, the programmer would initially write a constraint that centered A above B and C. Later the programmer would add an additional constraint placing C 20 pixels to the right of B. The constraint solver would automatically ensure that the constraints were evaluated in the proper order. Thus the programmer would not have to worry about sequencing. In addition, the move methods for B and C would not have to know about the relationships among the three objects (the constraint solver would be responsible for propagating the change information), so they would simply modify the local state of their object. If one or both of the constraints were later deleted, the move methods would not have to be modified. Thus, in some cases, constraint-driven programming better preserves the modularity of objects.

10. Evaluation

We have now been programming with prototype-instance object systems and constraints for almost 10 years. This section discusses some of our opinions about the advantages and disadvantages.

- The ability to dynamically create new slots in objects at run time is very convenient, and allows the system to add annotations and other new information to built-in objects. One disadvantage of this is dealing with the problem of name clashes: we have occasionally had two different parts of the system try to use the same slot name in an object for different purposes.

- The ability to query all properties of all objects at run-time is crucial to making the systems, and applications created using them, easier to debug. Keeping around sufficient information to find out the list of all slots of an object, all instances created of a prototype, all parts of a group, and the names of everything, makes most of the properties and data visible to the programmer. However, this takes up a great deal of space, and also makes programs run slower. Therefore, we have
provided mechanisms to compile the libraries without the debugging information, for delivering applications.

- Having the primary interface to objects be a set of values which are set and accessed, rather than a set of methods that are called, makes many operations much easier. Constraints can be used to compute those values or to use them in other calculations. The objects can be automatically animated by simply setting the slots with a sequence of values, without any need for the object to even know it is being animated. Furthermore, Amulet’s general undo facility takes advantage of this feature by remembering the old values of each changed object, and then just restoring the values if the user asks for an Undo [Myers 1996a].

- An interesting disadvantage of the prototype-instance object system is that it is harder to see the specification of an object from the code. Slots can be added anywhere, and there is no clear declaration of the internal versus external slots in Garnet or Amulet. In the exported header files, the main object names are just listed, with no indication of what slots control them. Therefore, discovering which slots are in each object, and what each slot does, usually requires carefully reading the documentation.

- Although we feel that the performance of Garnet and Amulet are adequate, the prototype-instance object system is still quite a bit slower than the “native” object systems (CLOS and C++). This is due to the dynamic look up of slots, and other overhead for supporting querying and constraints. The space overhead of objects is still quite large, with a typical object, containing 20 slots with a dozen formulas, is about 1K bytes. Thus, it would not be appropriate to use Garnet or Amulet objects if 100,000 were needed. Typical large Garnet and Amulet applications today would have 2000 to 5000 objects. We are investigating ways to provide “glyphs” [Calder 1990] which are very small objects for these situations [Myers 1994].

- We have worked hard to provide a reasonable syntax for objects in C++, but we are still not entirely happy. Beginners often have trouble with the syntax, and small slips and typos can result in unintelligible compiler error messages, or even worse, code which compiles but does unexpected things. Designing a language from scratch, as was done for Self, would be much more appealing, but then the resulting system might not be able to be used by as many people.
11. Related Work

Garnet and Amulet build on many years of work on user interface toolkits (see [Myers 1995] for a survey). The main other research project investigating the prototype-instance model is Self [Ungar 1987][Chambers 1989]. There are many differences between the Self and Amulet models, however. Self is its own language, so it does not have to integrate with an existing language. Self uses a pure copy-down semantics, so after an instance is created, changes to the prototype are not reflected in the instances. Finally, Self does not support constraints.

There are many research systems which support constraints. The first system with constraints was probably SketchPad [Sutherland 1963]. Many systems have used constraints as part of an object system [Borning 1986], but none is as general-purpose or fully-integrated as Garnet and Amulet. The first integrated constraint and object system was ThingLab [Borning 1981], which supported multi-way constraints. ThingLab was also a prototype-instance object system. EVAL/vite [Hudson 1993a] integrates constraints with C++ by using a preprocessor and a special sub-language for the constraints. EVAL/vite is a one-way solver like Amulet’s formula constraints. MultiGarnet [Sannella 1994b] integrated a multi-way solver with Garnet’s one-way solver, and inspired Amulet’s goal for providing an architecture to make this kind of investigation easier. Rendezvous [Hill 1994] was designed to help create multi-user applications in Lisp. Like Amulet, Rendezvous allows multiple one-way constraints to be attached to a variable, but Rendezvous requires that variables be explicitly declared and uses a different implementation algorithm. Also, Rendezvous requires that all side-effects from constraints be deferred until the constraints have been reevaluated. In contrast, Amulet executes side effects as the constraint is evaluated. The Artkit toolkit [Hudson 1993b] provided a mechanism to support animations, but it did not use the constraint system and it required writing new methods for each object which was to be animated. SubArctic [Hudson 1996] supports an efficient implementation of a few simple layout constraints in Java, but does not have a general-purpose constraint solver.

12. Conclusions

The style of programming in the Garnet and Amulet object systems is quite different from other object systems: the programmer collects together graphical objects, and then writes constraints to define the relationships among them. Much of the design of user interfaces can be done with graphical, interactive tools, rather than by writing code. Even when not using interactive tools, programmers rarely write methods when creating Garnet
and Amulet code. Our experience suggests that using a prototype-instance object system is very effective for graphical user interfaces, and we continue to investigate ways to enhance its advantages and overcome its weaknesses.
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